Oreck vacuum parts diagram

Why do we need your model number? Each product has a unique model number just like your
car. Locating this number helps us get you the correct parts. This is an authentic Oreck
replacement part that has been sourced from the original manufacturer to be used with upright
vacuums. The fan housing is used to mount the fan assembly and to connect the tube
assembly. This item is available as an individual replacement part. This authentic replacement
handle tube is supplied by original equipment manufacturer for Oreck upright vacuums. It is a
high quality part that provides user with extended reach for comfortable operation of the
equipment. One durable metal handle tube is included per order, please note the plastic grip
and the hardware to secure this handle are all sold separately. It is a genuine item that is
supplied by the original manufacturer for use with Oreck vacuums. The purpose of this part is
to work as an adaptor allowing the dust bag to be attached. It is an identical replacement for a
damaged or a missing component that was included with a new unit. Check the owner's manual
and the diagrams for your specific model for the correct application of this bag doc kit. Note, it
is made of durable plastic and is sold as an individual component. Replacing it is a simple task
that does not require any special tools. This flexible hose is an authentic Oreck item designed
for use with canister vacuum cleaners. It is a high quality item that is sourced from original
equipment manufacturer. This is the hose that the picked up material will be delivered to the
vacuum. It is made from durable plastic and it is sold individually. To keep your Oreck vacuum
cleaner working at peak performance it is recommended to replace the Brushroll once a year.
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The Oreck XL Commercial Upright Vacuum is a commercial grade vacuum that offers all the
power and performance you expect from an Oreck. Consumer ratings are excellent and the
vacuum is extremely lightweight, easy to maneuver, and it comes with a very long industrial
power cord. Includes how to clean the Truman Cell, the charcoal filter, and the other 2 filters.
FREE Shipping. Use our interactive diagrams, accessories, and expert repair help to fix your
Oreck products. Oreck Touch Bagless Upright Service Manual 3 Disassembly Instructions Be
certain to unplug the unit while servicing except when you need to test a particular function.
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Through constant use in over 50, hotels worldwide, this brand of commercial vacuum cleaners
became popular among the staff and eventually found its way into their homes as well. With
increasing popularity of the name Oreck since the creation of their original XL upright vacuum
cleaners, the company branched out to canister models as well as other heavy duty commercial
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cleaners. Their lines of vacuum backpacks are the lightest on the market and are available in
either six or ten quarts. The Oreck corporation additionally manufactures lines of wet dry
vacuums for liquid spills as well as a Hoky sweeper line for fast clean ups in busy areas. Similar
to the success of their newer sweepers like the canisters and floor machines, Oreck continues
to find both residential and commercial success in their upright vacuums. From their standard
upright models to stick vacuums and steamers, the name Oreck is synonymous with powerful,
long-lasting machines that are guaranteed to get the toughest jobs done effectively. Oreck also
manufactures and distributes lines of air purifiers to provide the best air quality possible. HEPA
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mold, pet dander and other harmful allergens using an EP filter otherwise known as an
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